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Fault diagnosis and on-condition maintenance of a combined heat and 
power unit. 

G V Conroy , W J Black and G hl P O'Hare 

Introduction 

Recent economic trends, and growing market competition have necessitated a drift towards highly 
automated manufacturing techruques. The equipment commissioned in such environments is nore 
often than not very expensive, sophsucated andintricate. The intricacy oi such equipment makes 
it prone to failure. Since economic SurVivai is often synonymous with the smooth operation of the 
equipmentit is imperative that machine down time be kept to a minimum. Consequently, 
investmentin Diagnostic and Preventive Maintenance systems makes ecOnomic sense. 
The authors are involved with ongoing research in addressing the problem of consm~cting such a 
Diagnosric and Maintenance sysremfor a particular client company. 
The company is involved in the manufaaxre of engine units installed at a range of sites 
throughout Britain. These units will provide a reliable and economic soum of power, earning 
revenue from customers for the supply of energy rather than from the original sale of capital 
equqment. Consequmtiythe cost of maintenance, repair and renewalof eachof the enpiesis to 
be borne by our client company. It is therefore imperative to their business strategy that 
maintenance is effectively managed and its cost controlled. 

Fault Detection 

There are two sorts of detecdon involved in ths p&cular enterprise. the detection of a red fault 
in some component of the system and the detection of below par behaviour of the unit. Red faults 
can often be detected by the odd behaviour of some s y s m  paramem, or by the cor,diucm 
monitoring system itself. The condtion of a unit cannot nonnally be measured directly. The 
standard approachis to make indirect measurements of associated parameten and to compare 
these with the expectedvaiues of a healthy unit- Differences in the readings which are statistidy 
s i g "  are -en to be indicators of change in the condition or' the unit under investigation. 
These differences are not easy to detect since differences can arise whch are due to environmental 
factors unrelated to the health of the unit. An original intention of the company was to provide an 
ex-works ' fingerprint ' for each unit. representing its standard operating values. The intention 
underlying the figerpnndng was v) avoid the inevitable variation between the behaviours of 
supposedly identical items. This approach was rejected in the early days because of the 
e n ~ ~ ~ ~ y a s s o c i a t e d v a r i a t i o n . C o n s e q u e n ~ y a n a p p r o ~ ~ i s  beingtakendependingonthe 
comparative changes of parameter trends which theore t i d y  should behave in a cmsistendy 
sjmilarmanncr.Whenwersuchcomparisonsindicak abnormalbehaviouranexpert system 
attempts to diagnose the cause of the vaiation. Major faults can be picked up by the -tic 
detmiwof a~ormalp~~rcadings,wfiifcoff-tuneconditionis d ~ b y t h c w r i d i t i m  
monitoring system. The fingerprint idea is still to be used but now referring to the reiated 
parametertrends, notto static behaviour. 
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Fault Diagnosis 

E.xisting research has recognises that diagnosis is very much a deductive issue. whereby it invoives identifying the cause of a parocular problem given the occurrence of a sp-2; ' c  synpmm 
or set of symptoms. The majoricy oi e'uisting systems empioy either symptom trees or cause- 
corsequence diagrams w represent the lnherentrelationshp betweensymptoms and c3~ses .  Our 
system uses the symptom uee approach embedded in a proauction ruie expert systzm. A 
prototype version of a deep level system has also been tisted. 
The basic production ruie system depends on the expertise ehcired from the domain expert and is 
crucially dependent on his expertise in relating the displayed symptoms to their causes. This is 
very much an ongoing process since the unit in question is a new one spe&cally developed t'or 
the purpose. The expert has to verify for himself that his traditional knowiedge s t i l l  applies to the 
new unit.The system developed contains within it a database of historical information lor each 
unit in the field, so that the expert mechanical engmeer c m  check out trmds and associations for 
all units. 
Because the unit is new, it wil l  inevitably arise that faults wdl arise that were not previously 
encountered, or foreseen. by the expert engineer, orthat have not yet beenincorporated into the 
system, in that case the deep level approach to diagnosis can be brought to bear. This deep level 
approach has the possibility of ultimately bringing the greatest benefits to the company since it 
depends purely on knowledge of system design and standad component behaviour, thus being 
e d y  brought on h e  whenever a new unit type is introduced, a situation already occurring. 

The approach t&en by us in this respect is to continually monitor the behaviour of up to 33 
parameters. Sensors on the unit record data values for every parameter and an on-boardmicro- 
computer carries out a preLimi.nary assessment of the relevance of such data. Whenever exception 
conditions are recognised the micro wdl automatically dial up the central computer facility to 
request the expert system to diagnose the fault in questionh general the condition of the unit w.ll 
not be that of an exceptional fault situation, but either the condition of normality or ot' a situation 
representing a degradation of performance. The latter situation Wrll not cause the micro to invoke 
the cenuai facility t'or immediate help but wdlbe dealt with on the routine nightly call-up by the 
central facility. This nightly call-up is a procedure by which the central computer f a d Q  
automaticdly dials up every unit, every night, and requests its data for the previous day. On receipt of the unit data the expert system is then invoked to act in its condition monitorin, mode, 
whereby it is not seeking for a fault, but searchmg for evidence of degraded performance and the 
associated cause. The condition monitoxing mode of operationis then one whereby the expert 
system is actively monitoring the behaviour of the unit for signs of going off-tune, followed by a 
recommendation for corrective action. The corrective actioncan be either that of suggested 
rephcememt of a part. or the scheduling of standard maintenance such as an oil change, etc. In the 
condition monitoring mode the expert system is actually acting as a fault prediction system. The 
system is designed to recognise non critical poor performance situations before they become 
critical, which should reduce the cost of maintenance by taking appropnate preventive action and 
thus preventing a serious failure situation from arising. 

e ExDert Svstem 

The suitability of this problem for an expert system solution being appropriate is justified on 
several counts. The situation is one demanding considerable expertbe for its solution. the expert 
mechanical engineer currently performing the taskis needed elsewhere on other tasks, and the 
financial rewards are great for a successful system. 



As mentioned already ths system acts in W O  roles. that of a traditional fault diagnosis system 
and that of a condition monitoring system, 'with considerable overlap benveen the avo roles. The 
knowledge base of associations between faults and causes. and between oif-tune peliormance 
and cause, is obviously a very s d a r  relationship. 
In many circumstances the difference between the two situations is one of degree rather than of 
kind. 
n - e  expert system is actually in two parts , one being the traditional shallow levei expert system 
using the experiential associations of the expert, the other being the deep leve! system which is 
concerned with a model of the correctly functioning unit. 
Tne shallow levei system is implemented in Prolog. The choice of this language was because: no 
shell appeared to provide all the required functionality, intezface to anexisting database was 
required, knowledge representationissues were not clear cut initially and the developers were 
very familiar with the Prolog language. Speed of development was an initid requirement also, 
which suggested that the use of farmliar tools was appropriate. 
The term shallow is used because the knowledge possessed represents the 'compiled knowledge 
of the expert, or his accumulated experience, with no understanding of the 1-mtprinciples upon 
which that knowledge is based. The rules are there because 'they work', the experience of the 
expert is the guarantee of this. Such a system cannot derive any conclusions, certainly not 
meaningful ones, about a new presenting situation 
The system is a ' rule based ' one, that is the knowledge is expressed in rules of the fonn ' IF 
Condition(s) THEN Action(s). The Conditions are the sets of data readings wfuch the domain 
expert has associatedwith the ,4ctions of the rules. The Actions are of two forms, either they are 
final conciusiom about some fault which the domain expert has identit'ed, or they are 
intemediate levei conclusions about which the system can reason further. The system reasons as 
far as possible with the data available, producing either a primitive fault as a conclusion or a 
generic fault (one representative of a group of faults). 
A typical rule is: 

isa ( -Un.it-id, Pump-failure ):- 
cert ( 0.98 ), 
isa ( -Unit-id, Heat-recovery-cooling-fault ), 
TW1 ( -Unit-id. high ), 
TW2 ( -Unit-id, low ). 

This is read as follows: 
isa ( -Unit-id, Pump-failure ):- this means that the unit numbered -Unit-id has a 

Pump-failure fault associated with it if the following conditions hold, 
cert ( 0.98 ) indates the degree of belief attached to ttzls rule, 
l W  1 ( -Unit-id. high) indicates that the value of the parameter TW 1 for unit numbered 

- Unit-id is high, etc. 
This is a generic fault, further rules are found in the knowledge base which will r e k e  the fault to 
a more specific one. 

The rules present are applied or 'fxed' by a process known as pattemmatching, the condition part 
of the rule forms the pattern to be matched, the match is made with the set of data readings 
supplied, if the match is successful the appropriate aclion is taken and the system cycles through 
the whole process again until no more matches can be made. Each action adds further data to the 
system allowing further new matches to be made. 
The rules are held in the component of the Expert system known as the ' Knowledge Base ', the 
actual inferencing or reasoning is carried out by a component called the ' Inference Engine '. The 
inference Engme is also known as a 'Shew, holding the inference mechanism without the domam 
knowledge. 
The Expert system supplied carries out the inferencing process by a technique called ' forward 
chaining ' , here the input data is used to trigger off rules to establish fault groupings, these are 
added to the knowledge base as new facts, the process then continues forward untd a basic fault 
is identd3ed.m techque allows early pruning of the search space of possible fauits thus 
producing greater efticiency in the search for a possible fault. All possible fauits are identilied. 
not merely the most Likeiy me, 3 ran!!g is produced to indicate the strength of belief in the 
conclusions reached. 



The output of the Expert system is the full list of possible faults. 
Tne above refers to fault identitication, however the system is intended to be used when ‘Lhe fault 
has not acmaily cccurred ‘but the unit may be tending to failin that manner. Thus fault prediction 
is actually the rationale behind the Expert system’s use. 

The deep ievei system prototype employs Qualitative reasoning techniques. The motivation for 
such an approach lies in the reahation that, in many cases, empirical associations alone are not 
sufficient to describe the behaviour of systems. The deep level system implemented uses 
knowledge about the structure or‘ the s y s t e m  to be examined together with information about the 
correct functioning of the system components. The functional behaviour of a component is 
independent of the actual system in which the component is embedded, and we can say that in 
such circumstances the system reasons from fkst principles. The relationships between t.e 
components are established by the fact that components share values for certain parameters, the 
connectivity of components is maintained in this manner without presupposing any inter- 
component behaviour. These readings reier to changes in the parameters, such as: they increase, 
decrease orremain constant. 
A technique known as Constraint Suspension uses the suuctural knowledge, the component rules 
and the qualitative readings to predict faults,the basic idea for this approach is in [ 2 1, the 
techque  works as outlined below . 
The top level smcture has each component checked out in turn for anomalous behaviour, each 
suspect component being added to a candidate list for further investigation. The system then in a 
hierarchical manner decomposes each suspect component into it’s own su b-components, which 
are checked out in an identical fashon. The decomposition into successively lower levels 
continues until a base level or primitive component is reachedwhch cannot be decomposed any 
further. 
X component is checked out by removing it and its associated rules, or constraints. from the 
system. Ii the system now appears to behave in a satisfactory manner that suspended component 
is a candidate faully one. 
The structural knowledge is as below: 

breakdown ( hea t-r ecovery -s y stem, 
[ oil-cooler( tW 3, t\rV 5 a), 

ex-man-hex(. ......... ). 
header-hex( ............ > I  

ex-hex(. ... .....)I). 

This implies that there is a breakdown of the strumre named heat-recovery-system into it’s sub- 
components, in this case oil-cooler, ex-man-hex, header-hex and ex-hex. The parameters in 
parenrhesesaftereachsub-compnmt, eg, tW3, tWSa, amtheparameterreadingswhichare 
available for thatsubcomponent. 
The functional behaviour of each component is supplied by the provision of a rule list for each 
cumponentin thefom: 

This indicates that the component heat-recovery-system has a rule-list associatedwith i t ,  which 
appears inside the following parentheses. A typical rule is quoted, mplus ( tE6 , tEl ), this 
i n fom the system that the relationship between parameters tE6 and tE 1 is governed by the mpfus 
function. i.e. the two parameters are in a monotonic relationship to each other ( they can only 
change in an identical manner ) . 
Further Prolog rules dei-ke how such a function is evaluated. 
The output from the system is in the form : 

Fauit = [ heat-recovery-system (...... )] 
Th; text is reasonably seif explanatory, the predicted faulty component is identified with its 
associated parameters iollowmg in parentheses. 

de-list ( heat-recovery-system ( tW1, ...... ), 
[mplus( tE6, tE1 ) ....... 1). 

fault found in component oil-cooler (tW 3, tW 5a ) 
fault found in component ex-man-hex (. .....) 



The last component iaenriIled at a higher level is also output. here rhe main component possibiy 
faulty is the heat-recovery-system with sub-components of oil-cooler ... ,etc , being possible 
faults within that component. 
The system being implemented in a hierarchic manner implies efficiency in the search €or fau!ty 
components. 

Conclusion 

The expert system involved in fault diagnosis for a combined heat and power unit has been 
detaded in the above lines. A fuller description of the system design and how it is embedded in a 
full infoxmation system for the units involved appears within [ 1 1. 
We conclude by stating thatthe traditional expert system approach neednot be restricled to failure 
driven maintenance systems employing troubleshooting techniques. On the contrary predictive 
maintenance proves equally amenable to solution via an expert systems approach. Such systems 
by their very nature need to have the ability to employ deep reasoning when necessary. For t h ~ ~  
reason a c a d  or functional model of the engine is a prerequisite. 
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